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hitroduction
The community metaphor, as applied in distributed artificial intelligence systems, is well known [ 1, 2] . The suitability of intelligent control techniques for large-scale industrial processes has also been well highlighted [3, 4 , 51. The result, when the community metaphor approach is combined with intelligent control techniques, is a distributed intelligent control system. This is a specialized application of multi-agent systems [6] and has distinct advantages over traditional control approaches in terms of distribution (both physical and logical), diversity (heterogeneity of modeling techniques), flexibility, and reliability.
This article examines the application of distributed intelligent control techniques to a specific problem, namely, an underground refrigerated watei reticulation system. This kind of system has, to date, had to be controlled manually. The article aims to illustrate the design and explain the operation of the resulting self-structuring distributed intelligent control system.
The article is arranged as follows. The second section (next) briefly introduces the distributed/multi-agent system framework. The third section describes the refrigeration system, and the fourth section discusses the proposed distributed intelligent controller. Some experimental results are then discussed, and the final section concludes the article by examining the characteristics of the controller and indicating how these could be generalized in future distributed intelligent control systems. as the community metaphor. Through cooperation, the agents interact constructively to achieve some "social" goal(s) [12] . A common approach has been to apply social interaction and community theories to agent design, with the result that agent interaction takes the form of various cooperation mechanisms, e.g., tacit agreement, dictatorial, democratic, fully cooperative, or antagonistic. At the implementation level, cooperation is generally achieved via communication between agents.
Distributed Intelligent Control Framework
In message-passing systems, where agents communicate only by exchanging information, an agent's "view" of the global distributed system is dependent on what other agents tell it. At its most basic level, message passing facilitates cooperation through information exchange. More complex cooperation schemes can also be implemented using message passing, e.g., blackboard architectures [13, 141 and negotiation [MI, both of which provide mechanisms for opportunistic Cooperation between agents.
Our approach to the application of distributed artificial inteiligence techniques to control problems is to focus on the implemented agents [16]. This results in an agent-centered approach, similar to that advocated by Werner [ 121, which allows the agents themselves to determine [ 171 the global structure of the distributed system, i.e., the number and type of agents in the system, who the agents communicate with, and the type of cooperation the agents employ. For example, each agent template could include a list of the cooperation mechanisms that the agent is capable of using.
The idea is to have an off-line "pool" of pre-defined agent types (templates are used to define agents). Individual agents are created by existing agents from the pool during operation. Note that a human operator can be treated as an agent. Cooperation, in the sense of the community metaphor, is achieved in this framework by the dynamic creation of groups of agents in conjunction with traditional methods such as communication between agents.
Central to the approach is the use of individual agent behavior and role, and the use of rules within each agent to realize that behavior and role. The rules used to capture an agent's role and behavior are collectively called interaction rules. It is these interaction rules that enable self-organization and dynamic structuring of the global distributed system. Practically, this means that distributed intelligent controllers are capable of adapting to suit the plant being controlled. This kind of adaption is within a pre-specified "solution space," not adaption in the most general sense.
trollers thus focuses on the choice of what agents to implement. Practically, the agents are determined by functional decomposition of the control problem, e.g., using techniques similar to [ 181. heater availability, heater water temperature raising capability, etc. In some cases, the plan may simply call for the demand agent to start the outlet pump at a given time. In more complex cases, the surface agent may be required to heat the inlet water. The planning mechanism employed is simple. Note that the refrigeration system is a unidirectional stream, with water flowing in at the surface "heater" plant and leaving from the plant outlet. The supervisory agents are arranged logically in a similar stream. A demand agent is downstream from an underground agent, which is downstream
Distributed Controller
The refrigeration system is intended to be operated as follows. A sequence of demand intervals for heated (cooled) water is specified by the system operator. Each demand interval comprises a start and stop time and the required temperature and flow for that time interval. It is assumed that the demand is specified well in advance of when it is actually required in order to avoid difficulties due to unreasonable deadlines. For example, at 08h00 a demand of 40 degrees C at 2 I/min for 12h00-16h00, and then 35 degrees C at 4 l/min for 20h00-Oh00 with no demand from 16h00-201100. Details of a distributed intelligent controller that is intended to cater for this kind of intended operation arc now discussed.
The agents implemented for the refrigeration system are shown in Fig. 2 . Three supervisory-level agents are defined, one each for the physical divisions: surface, underground, and demand (outlined in Fig. l) . Note that all the agents in Fig. 2 do not always exist in the distn buted system. They are added and removed dynamically, as necessary.
Planning Agents
The three supervisory agents are responsible for system planning. Each agent implements a rule set that enables planning. Two typical rules coded in the underground agent template are shown in Fig. 3 .
Because of the distributed nature of the agents and the use of rules for planning, the planning mechanism resembles a distributed expert system. Once a demand has been specified by an operator (time interval, flow, and temperature), the superviqory agents cooperate to construct a plan for meeting the demand. This plan is influenced by dam levels, ambient temperature, ~~ plan is based on the refngeration system conditions and state known to the agent, e.g., the underground agent checks heater availability, underground dam level, heater inlet temperature, etc. If the upstream agent cannot satisfy the plan locally', it returns an intermediate plan to the downstream agent and it forwards a secondary plan to its own upstream agent. This upstream agent tries to satisfy the proposed secondary plan.
An example illustrating the typical planning process is provided in Fig. 4 . Obviously, the details of the plans passed between the agents depend on actual demand values and plant conditions. For example, if due to maintenance heaters are unavailable, the intermediate plans are changed to reflect this, and different reasoning is applied to develop the final plan. As is evident, the plan is modified at each stage of the planning process, e.g., if an agent receives a plan request that it can partially meet, the secondary plan request passed to its upstream agent is modified to reflect this. Within this planning framework, the operator is the agent furthest downstream and the surface agent is the agent furthest upstream. If a plan cannot be fully met, e.g., because of insufficient supply, a "next best" plan is proposed. This plan could be rejected by the operator.
Additional Agents
The planning or supervisory agents have subsidiary agents, which they use to assist in plan formulation or to fulfill the plan.
The demand agent is the simplest. It processes operator inputs, i.e., flow and temperature requirements, and starts the demand pump and control valve when the demand is active. Because of its simplicity, the demand agent is actually incorporated into the underground agent. The underground agent has 'For the sake of planning, the surface dam is considered part of the underground system and agent. This is because the underground agent can satisfy a plan locally if sufficient heated water is available in the surface dam. two subsidiary agents, one to calculate the optimal heater configuration to use and another to control the heater bank.
The heater configuration is calculated by a configuration agent that uses fuzzy logic to implement a decision matrix [23] . The fuzzy logic has two inputs (flow and temperature) and one output (configuration). The input domains have five sets and the output domain four sets. The logic employed is centered around the two conditions: all heaters for high flow, high temperature and one heater for low flow, low temperature. Given a required flow and temperature, the fuzzy logic returns a required heater
The f i r s t i n t h e sequence of demand i n t e r v a l s i s announced. The underground dam i s n o t capable of s a t i s f y i n g t h e demand
The underground agent now i n d i c a t e s t o t h e demand agent t h a t
t h e r e q u i r e d demand can be m e t f u l l y . i n t e r v a l i s now complete.
The underground agent does
Planning f o r t h e demand e Only h e a t e r 1000 a v a i l a b l e ( c o n s t r a i n t ) R e s u l t s Planned h e a t e r c o n f i g u r a t i o n = 1000 with s u r f a c e " h e a t e r " p l a n t o u t l e t t e m p e r a t u r e set t o 31.8OC and underground o u t l e t t e m p e r a t u r e set t o 41.8'C. P l a n Comments I n l e t Temp low --a t t e m p t i n g t o h e a t .
I n l e t b e i n g h e a t e d .
Only s i n g l e series h e a t e r a v a i l a b l e --l i m i t e d maximum Temp. P l a n f i n a l i s e d . P r i o r t o h e a t i n g i n l e t water temp and a d j u s t i n g for a v a i l a b i l i t y c o n s t r a i n t s , an underground o u t l e t temperature of 39.2OC w a s proposed by t h e underground a g e n t . t o around 35OC i f t h e s u r f a c e " h e a t e r " p l a n t was unable t o h e a t water. The heater agent accepts a configuration and water outlet temperature for the heater bank. Given the configuration and outlet temperature, the agent calculates setpoint temperatures for all required heaters and launches PID agents to control them. The heater agent includes basic rules. For example, if only one heater is required, but the furthest downstream heater is not available, then the setpoint for the upstream heater is increased to allow for ambient losses in transporting the water through the downstream heater. The magnitude of increase is CO heater agent as approxim grees C.
This would hav
The PID agents implement a standard backward difference equation to perform PID control [26] . The PID constants and error signal and control signal sources are stored by the heater agent and communicated to newly launched PID agents.
Step tests on each heater were used to determine suitable PID constants.
The refrigeration plant thus requires six agent templates to be defined: demand, underground, surface, heater, config, and PID. Each agent template implements the functionality described above as well as interactioii rules that, by capturing the role and behavior of agents, define when "neighboring" agents are required Consider the underground agent. If it cannot satisfy the plan locally, it will launch a surface agent. The underground agent must also launch a configuration agent, and if a valid plan is available it will launch a heater agent. The heater agent only launches the required PID agents when the underground agent's plan becomes active. It terminates the agents when the plan is completed. Similarly, the surface agent launches and terminates agents as requrred. The result is that the number of agents in the distributed system changes dynamically to suit operating requirements and conditions
The distributed controller described above was implemented on a two-node Windows NT 3.51 Ethernet-based network. Each node consist2d of a single x486DX2 processor with 32MB RAM. The nodes were physically separated by -150 m and were connected over a conventional office network operating at typical traffic loads. Under worst-case conditions, the developed distributed system consists of 12 agents (distributed between the two processing nodes) and 30 communication variables (transmitted between agents).
Experimental Results
Results of experiments with the refrigeration conlroller planning mechanism are discussed. Ambient water temperature during the experiments was recorded as 24 degrees C Note that the heater configuration specifies the operation of the heaters in the underground section of Fig. 1 as a four-bit word. The first two bits represent the "top" leg of the heater bank and the last two the "bottom" leg. Each two-bit nillble represents the heaters from right to left. Once a configuration has been determined, a heater agent is launched to control and configure the underground heater bank. 4 Only h e a t e r s 0110 a v a i l a b l e ( c o n s t r a i n t ) R e s u l t s Planned Heater c o n f i g u r a t i o n = 0110 with t h e s u r f a c e " h e a t e r " p l a n t o u t l e t being heated t o 2 9 . 3 ' C and underground o u t l e t set t o
O o C .
P l a n Comments 0 No series h e a t e r branches a v a i l a b l e --l i m i t e d maximum Temp. 4 I n l e t being h e a t e d . 0 P l a n f i n a l i s e d . P r i o r t o h e a t i n g t h e s u r f a c e " h e a t e r " p l a n t o u t l e t an underground o u t l e t temperature of 3 4 . 2 O C was proposed by t h e underground a g e n t .
Fig. 6. Refrigeration experiment: Plan 2 results.
I n l e t Temp low --a t t e m p t i n g t o h e a t . 4 
I n l e t being h e a t e d .
No series h e a t e r branch a v a i l a b l e --l i m i t e d maximum Temp.
Fig. 7. Plan comments.
output temperature is too high) and so launches a surface agent.
The surface agent plans tl3 raise the surface "heater" plant outlct temperature, and as a result the underground agent launches an agent to determine the best configuration. The returned configuration (two underground heaters in series) cannot be implemented physically, e.g., due to heater maintenance. As a result, the underground agent proposes a plan where the final outlet temperature is 41.8 degrees C, not the required 45 degrees C. As indicated in Fig.  5 , prior to the underground agent cooperating with the surface agent an initial outlet temperature of 39.2 degrees C (full heater availability) and finally 3 5 degrees C (restricted heater availability) was proposed.
Experiment 2 (Fig. 6 1 outlines a situation where the underground agent believes it can satisfy the plan locally, but actually cannot because of heater availability restrictions. After suggesting a local solution, the underground agent launches a configuration agent to determine ii suitable heater configuration. Due to heater maintenance the r1:turned configuration cannot be physically realized. As a result, the underground agent launches a surface agent to see whcther raising the underground inlet temperature will assist iri satisfying the plan-which it does.
Experiments to test the dynamic ability of the planning mechanism were also carried out. For example, an initial plan similar to experiment 1 was developed. Heater availability was then changed. It was observed that if replacement heaters were available, they were used. If not, the controller modified the plan to reflect the unavailability of heaters, e.g., by attempting to make use of the surface heaters to raise the water temperature.
The planning results given above are for single demand intervals. Multiple intervals can be strung together to form a demand profile. The distributed system uses the planning mechanism described above to formulate a plan for each demand interval. While simple mechanisms for resolving demand conflicts between intervals have been implemented (e.g., insufficient warmup/cooldown time), mechanisms to optimize transitions between demand intervals have not yet been implemented.
Figs. 8 and 9 present results obtained in a third experiment with a user demand profile of 0 32.5 degrees Cat 2 l/min for 15 minutes, followed 1 minute 49 degrees C at 4 l/min for 15 minutes Due to heater maintenance, only heaters 0101 were available.
The first demand interval (32.5 degrees C at 2 I/min for 15 minutes) was met without using the surface heaters to raise the inlet water temperature. Heater 0001 was used to raise the water temperature to 34.12 degrees C-the increased temperature setpoint compensates for ambient temperature losses as the water is transported to the underground dam. The second demand interval could not be met by the underground heaters alone (the temperature difference was too high), and as a result, a surface agent was later by launched to heat the inlet water. In developing the final plan, the comments of Fig. 7 were generated. The final plan called for a surface agent to heat the water to 33 degrees C and the two paralle1 heaters 0101 to raise the temperature to 43 degrees C. The heater outlet temperature setpoints were adjusted to 45.23 degrees C to account for ambient losses. Note that planning and plan execution (starting pumps, heaters, operung valves, etc.) were completely automated by the distributed system-only the intervals and required temperatures were input by the operator The configuration, heater, s ce, and underground agents were launched on one processi de, while the PID agents were launched on both processing nodes. Note that the PID agent configuration (i.e., the number o€ PID agents) changed to suit each demand interval . For real refrigeration systems, manu ator is necessary in order to achieve similar results. Note that heater 0100 is only used to satisfy the second demand interval (higher flow and temperature setpomts). The temperature profiles indicate that the initial demand interval temperature setpoint was met approximately 100 seconds after the interval start; the second interval temperature setpoint was met approximately 150 seconds after the interval start. A small flow disturbance was introduced into the 0001 heater 900 seconds into the experiment. 
Fig 8 Underground heater bank signals
The result is a drop (subseqiently recovered) in water temperature and a rise in heater power. The water temperature drop soon after the flow disturbance marks the end of the first demand temperature drop is a reow going to zero, heater 0001 being turned off, s due to conducheater 0001. Fig. 9 also indicates how the surface agent heats the water temperature in older to meet the second demand interval. Note that conduction is possible during the time between the demand intervals because no water flows during this period cates the power of a distributed system to facilitate both simple and icomplex pattems of communication. In future developments, a more generalized method of transmitting complete objects [27] between agents could be implemented.
The application of dynamic structuring in the prototype controller proved a successful and useful characteristic, particularly with respect to the abilitli of the overall system to adapt to the availability of underground heaters. The authors contend that similar levels of flexibilily would be difficult to achieve or impractical in control systems based on ad hoc combinations of conventional controllers. The dynamic structuring comes from the ability to model the refrigeration system as a cooperating multi-agent system and results in a planning mechanism that launches specialized agents to suit operating conditions and operator demand. The main effect of dynamic structuring in the refrigeration example is to idlocate resources as needed. In a more complex controller, where the possibility of mutually exclusive agents exists, this can be used to good effect. For example, a controller and fault diagnosis agent would not necessarily need to exist at the same time. The same computational resource can thus be used for both functions. Dynamic structuring has an additional important characteristic. It allows the planning mechanisms to provide partial clr "best-guess'' solutions. For example, the underground agent might require the cooperation of a surface agent to satisfy a plan. The underground agent provides an intermediate solution while the surface agent is launched, and waits until the surface agent is able to retum a solution of its own. The key point is that workable sub-optimal solutions exist until a final solution is agreed to.
In summary, the design and testing of a prototype distributed intelligent controller for a laboratory-scale mine refrigeration system has indicated that the multi-agent approach to control has several interesting characteristics and is worthy of further development for practical, su pervisory-level control of large-scale, complex systems. The technique also has the potential to support implementation of advaxed features such as conflict resolution, learning, and diagnostic agents.
